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A bright day on the field of battles. A new hero rises, Tarnished. Help him fulfill his promise by
rescuing the princess and battling the Evil Queen. The Royal Family, the Air Magus, the Sword
Magus, the Knight, the Archer, the Mage, the Black Mage, the White Mage, the Enchanter, the

Summoner, the Pawn, the Dragon Knight, the Dark Elf, and the Dark Princess—everyone is gathered
in the deepest dungeon in the Lands Between. Here, at the request of the princess, the six great

allies must defeat the Evil Queen and save the world. Will you make this grand adventure a success?
Game Features ・ Play with friends in a long, deep RPG story. ・ Great characters and effects ensure
an immersive sensation. ・ A massive world that is split into small dungeons. ・ Overcome high-level

bosses that overwhelm you. ・ An online feature to be able to travel with other players. ・ Enjoy a
light and fun atmosphere. ・ Endure the most exciting battles in a vast world. ・ Choose from

hundreds of combinations and develop your own character. Story The ultimate battle in the Lands
Between has just started. The grand entrance of the evil Evil Queen is about to start. The Evil Queen
kidnapped the princess and intends to control the world. The six great heroes have gathered in the
deepest dungeon in the Lands Between. Through great adventures, you will go through a journey to
save the princess and rescue the Lands Between. Gameplay A bright day on the battlefield. An epic

story born from a myth. Great characters and effects ensure an immersive sensation. A massive
world that is split into small dungeons. Overcome high-level bosses that overwhelm you. An online

feature to be able to travel with other players. Enjoy a light and fun atmosphere. Choose from
hundreds of combinations and develop your own character. Character Names Eren Eren Aiba Aiba

Beria Beria Kasumi Kasumi Hagane Hagane Fuu Fuu Sestina Luka Luka Neya Neya Clovis Clovis
Protagonist Protagonist Inventory Comes in the game can be freely equipped and unequipped. For a

better experience, equip armor and weapons in advance.Cyril Smith (

Elden Ring Features Key:
Full Awakening System

Master the Ability of the Elden Ring
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Three Massive Maps with Three World Geometry
A Captivating Visual Presentation

Beautiful Colored Maps and Gorgeous 3D Environment
Scrolling Battles that Take Place over maps that are Large Enough to Watch Every Detail

RPG Elements that Make the Game Interesting

Elden Ring key Features:

Multitude of Events and Character development.
Suspense-filled Adventures
Beautiful Visual Presentation
A Scaleable Roleplaying that Is Small and Aggressive.
Wide Range of Characters to Create in a Unique Fantasy World.
A Coherent Strategy that Enriches Each Battle.

The Game Features:

Unique Online Play System. In addition to local multiplayer games, you can also play via the online
service.
The game is highly adaptable and has an online system in order to create new content based on
feedback from users.
The background story is unclear and must be found through the map to discover the full story.
One of the key features in the game is a system that requires no action timing and allows user
actions to be taken by entering combinations.
The main aim of the battle is to kill the opponent, but your enemy is more difficult to defeat the
stronger you become.
Explore the three main world regions and unlock hidden secrets to find untold stories.
The World Campaign Battle features 4 modes from easy to extremely tough in order to make the
game more interesting.
A variety of equipment that you may use such as armored and magical items, healing items, and the
ability to teleport to some parts of the world.
The world of Elden Ring is fully open.
City linking (Siege System) and system linking.
Bi-directional system linking where you can travel in each direction freely and go to every area
freely.
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